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Abstract

In the first century ce, images of Roman imperial figures subduing foreign, sexualized 
women were installed throughout the civic spaces of the Empire as a celebration of vic-
tory over other nations. The well-known reliefs on the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias are just 
one example. Images like these dominated the visual fields of ancient people, working 
to persuade viewers of certain ideals about power, beauty, and authority. This article 
argues that setting the Philippians Christ hymn (Phil. 2:5-11) in the context of this visual 
culture and rhetoric helps solve a significant lexical problem: the meaning of ἁρπαγμός 
in Phil. 2:6. Methodologically, I argue that reading the Christ hymn in conversation with 
the visual rhetoric of the Aphrodisian reliefs, and other images like them throughout 
imperial cities, significantly shifts the interpretative framework for the hymn. The use of 
sexualized women’s bodies to depict conquered peoples suggests that ἁρπαγμός means 
“rape and robbery” rather than “something to be exploited or grasped” as most major 
lexica and biblical translations suggest. Theologically, Phil. 2:6 thus fits with first-cen-
tury discourses around the image and power of divine emperors rather than later inter-
Christian arguments about pre-existence. The result is a hymn that simultaneously 
critiques Roman practices of “rape and robbery” and also draws on imperial power 
structures.
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Images are powerful. Viewers, both ancient and modern alike, do not need 
much information about the relief in Figure 1 in order to understand that it 
depicts a victory, whose winner is the beautifully proportioned, heroically 
nude, male figure. He exerts both the power to subdue and the compassion to 
support the captive, weak, female body in his hands. This relief, from an impe-
rial cult complex, the Sebasteion, in Aphrodisias in central Asia Minor (near 
modern day Denizli, Turkey) depicts the Roman Emperor Nero, partially gird-
ed for battle, standing in a strong but active pose and holding the limp body of 
Armenia personified. Her fate rests solely in his mercy. This image, and many 
others like it, expresses and constructs power relationships using dominant, 
perfect, Roman male bodies and violently subjugated, enslaved, ethnically-
othered female bodies. Furthermore, the sexual violence implied in the image 
communicates the complete power of the emperor over his conquest.1 When 
understood as part of a first-century ce Roman social, political, and theological 
discourse, this image expresses ἁρπαγμός – rape and robbery – without using 
any words.

This word, ἁρπαγμός , is found in Phil. 2:6, at the beginning of the so-called 
Christ Hymn (Phil. 2:5-11): “Let the same thought be in you which was in Christ 
Jesus, who was in the form of God, but did not consider ἁρπαγμός as being 
equal to God.”2 While this word does not appear anywhere else in early Chris-
tian literature (except in later discussions of Philippians), its appearance at the 
beginning of the Christ hymn proves quite important in later interpretation of 
Pauline Christology. In particular, later second-, third-, and fourth-century ce 
debates about the preexistence and two natures of Christ turn to this passage 
for grounding.3 The interpretation of this passage and ἁρπαγμός often starts 
with questions such as: Did Jesus, as God’s equal, give up such equality in order 
to become human? Did Jesus in his full humanity decide not to claim the 
equality with God that he deserved? Was Jesus rightly ascribed equality with 
God rather than stealing it as others might?4

1 For a full discussion of how Roman imperial propaganda used images of gendered domination 
see D.C. Lopez, Apostle to the Conquered: Reimagining Paul’s Mission (Minneapolis: Fortress, 
2008), pp. 35-49.

2 All translations are mine unless otherwise noted.
3 Theological debates about κενόω in Phil. 2:7 and its meaning are prevalent in these conversa-

tions. This article focuses on a less frequently debated, but equally important term: ἁρπαγμός.
4 G.P. Fewster (“The Philippian’s ‘Christ hymn:’ Trends in Critical Scholarship,” CBR 13 [2015], 

pp. 191-206) gives an excellent survey of the most recent debates in scholarship. N.T. Wright 
(“ἁρπαγμός and the Meaning of Philippians 2:5-11,” JTS 37 [1986], pp. 321-52) provides a good 
survey of the theological possibilities that emerge from philological studies in late-nineteenth 
and twentieth century scholarship. 
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Figure 1
 Nero and the personifica-
tion of Armenia. Sebas-
teion Reliefs, Aphrodisias 
Excavation Museum. 
Photo by Laura S. 
Nasrallah, courtesy 
of the Harvard New 
Testament Archaeol-
ogy Project.

The meaning of the phrase οὐχ ἁρπαγμὸν ἡγήσατο τὸ εἰναι ἴσα θεῷ comes to 
the fore in these questions.5 The usual translation of the phrase in Phil. 2:6 is 

5 This phrase is often considered either in the context of Phil. 2:5-7 or of the larger hymn in Phil. 
2:5-11, but rarely in the larger context of the whole letter. See J.A. Marchal, “Expecting a Hymn, 
Encountering an Argument: Introducing the Rhetoric of  Philippians and Pauline 
Interpretation,” Interp 61 (2007), pp. 245-55; idem. Hierarchy, Unity, and Imitation: A Feminist 
Rhetorical Analysis of Power Dynamics in Paul’s Letter to the Philippians (Academia Biblica 24; 
Atlanta: SBL, 2006), pp. 133-38. 
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“did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped” (RSV) or “did not regard 
equality with God as something to be exploited” (NRSV). Thus Jesus, whose es-
sence is divine, does not abuse or even desire equality with God, but rather 
empties himself (ἐκένωσεν, 2:7) of divinity’s privileges to become the most 
humble of humans.6 Implicit in this translation is the fifth-century ce formula-
tion of Christ as fully human and fully divine. Christ is also fully obedient to 
God, embodying the epitome of obedience in his enslavement and ignomini-
ous death on a cross (2:8-9). For these efforts God gives him a name worthy of 
worship (2:11). This narrative (and its many nuanced variations) depends on 
ἁρπαγμός meaning something other than the sexual violence denoted in con-
temporaneous literature and represented in images like that of the Nero/Ar-
menia relief.7

Theologically speaking, translating ἁρπαγμός as “rape and robbery” offends 
certain images of the Jewish and Christian God: namely, an anthropomor-
phized God could use divine power in brutalizing ways. Even if the negation of 
the word assures readers that this God rejected such options, the idea that 
early Christians were conversant with such theological ideas is often rejected. 
At the same time it is highly problematic to assert a unique meaning for 
ἁρπαγμός in Phil. 2:6 based on later developments in Christology or on modern 
theological grounds – especially if this assertion implies such as Paul’s intend-
ed meaning.8 The problem lies not in the idea of using theology as a means to 
decipher meaning, or even in using Philippians to construct byzantine and 
modern theologies. Rather the problem lies in assuming that such is the theo-
logical world of the text’s first-century environment. The text speaks in a first-
century context that was consonant with the socio-theo-political world of the 
Roman Empire – a world filled with theological ideas.9 Modern interpreters 

6 For a concise presentation of these, see D.E. Frederickson, Eros and the Christ: Longing 
and Envy in Paul’s Christology (Paul in Critical Contexts; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2013), 
pp. 85-86.

7 For an excellent survey of ἁρπαγμός (and related words) in Greek literature, see 
R.W. Hoover, “The Harpagmos Enigma: A Philological Solution,” HTR 64 (1971), pp. 95-119. 
See also Frederickson, Eros and the Christ, pp. 85-104.

8 For a discussion about the problematic move to discern Paul’s intentions, see M. Johnson-
DeBaufre and L.S. Nasrallah, “Beyond the Heroic Paul: Toward a Feminist Decolonizing 
Approach to the Letters of Paul,” in C.D. Stanley (ed.), The Colonized Apostle: Paul through 
Postcolonial Eyes (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2011), pp. 161-74. 

9 E.K. Heen (“Phil. 2:6-11 and Local Resistance to Timocratic Rule: Isa theō and the Cult of 
the Emperor in the East,” R.A. Horsley [ed.], Paul and the Roman Imperial Order [Harris-
burg: Trinity International, 2004], pp. 137-50) traces the use of ἴσα θεῷ in order to show 
Phil. 2:5-11, and especially 2:6-7 as an engagement with Roman Imperial and Greek civic 
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privilege Jewish and later Christian theological concepts (specifically Chalce-
donian formulations of humanity and divinity)10 over first-century socio-polit-
ical discourses around divinity, particularly imperial divinity, when discussing 
the Christ hymn. Yet, cities like Philippi were filled with images of gods, even 
images of imperial divine men whose power is confirmed through aestheti-
cally beautiful depictions of military victory and domination of female bodies 
representing conquered nations.

Our modern focus on textual comparisons disguises the rhetorical role that 
images play(ed) in making meaning of texts. Traditional philological methods 
do not explain the larger context that produced, constructed, and inflected 
meaning for both Philippians and Paul. For most of Paul’s listeners, the visual 
world of cities – packed with images of gods, of emperors and patroni/ae as 
gods, of beauty and heroicism in conquest – formed the most immediate rhe-
torical context for producing meaning.11 This immediacy of visual contexts in 
Roman cities suggests that everyday images are perhaps more significant for 
studying how Paul’s letters and the Philippians Christ hymn make meaning for 
readers than textual comparisons alone.

In the pages that follow, I argue for a paradigm shift in our understanding of 
how we investigate the meaning of words from the first century, and will use 
the example of ἁρπαγμός in Phil. 2:6 as a test case. An analysis of several reliefs 
from the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias elucidates a visual rhetoric that equated 
divinity with physical beauty, with victory in conquest (i.e., robbery), and with 
sexualized violence (i.e., rape). The rhetoric of these images suggests that the 
translation of ἁρπαγμός should be “rape and robbery” because such is how di-
vinity was figured in the Roman imagination. This translation functions well 
within the literary context of both the Christ Hymn (Phil. 2:5-11) and the rest of 
the letter with its themes of obedience, imitation, sacrifice, imperial ethics, 

traditions. Heen writes: “When set against the background of the use of isa theō in the 
contemporary civic and imperial cult in the Greek cities where Paul conducted his mis-
sion, however, it may be more appropriately understood as an expression of a hidden 
transcript that sets Christ over against the Roman emperor” (p. 137). 

10 For one example that explicitly connects Phil. 2:6-11 with Chalcedonian concepts, see 
M.J. Gorman, “’Although/Because He Was in the Form of God’: The Theological Signifi-
cance of Paul’s Master Story (Phil. 2:6-11),” Journal of Theological Interpretation 1 (2007), 
pp. 147-69.

11 “Rhetorical context” here means the ways that images, texts, and spaces make arguments 
that shape social, political, and religious meaning. For a discussion of rhetoric as persua-
sion, see E. Schüssler Fiorenza, Rhetoric and Ethic: The Politics of Biblical Studies (Minnea-
polis: Fortress, 1999), pp. 129-48. 
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and humility12 – themes that resonate with ideologies of slavery in Phil. 2:8. 
Such resonances draw out a complex relationship between liberative resis-
tance and re-inscriptions of imperial power in the rest of the Christ hymn.

Philological Explorations

A quick perusal of English translations of Phil. 2:6 reveals part of the struggle 
to assign meaning to ἁρπαγμός. The King James Version (KJV) reads: “[Christ 
Jesus] who, being in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with 
God.” In contrast, the New Revised Standard Version (NRSV) shifts the interpre-
tation significantly:13 “[Christ Jesus] who, though he was in the form of God, 
did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited” (italics are mine 
and mark the translation of ἁρπαγμός). Significantly, the KJV uses the most 
common lexical definition of ἁρπαγμός (“robbery”), but does so in a way that 
disconnects the violence inherent in robbery from any quality of – even equal-
ity with – God.14 Thus the KJV suggests that Jesus was, by right, equal with God, 
denying any accusations that such equality was ill-gotten, while the NRSV sug-
gests that Jesus’s equality with God is not in question, what he does with it is. 
In comparing these translations, the translator’s own theological questions 
come to the fore: What is the relationship between God and Jesus? What does 
it mean that Jesus did not take advantage of his equality with God? Both of 
these questions are useful questions, but both reflect Chalcedonian (fourth 
century ce) concern for the relationship between the divine and human na-
tures of Christ rather than first-century theo-socio-political contexts. The ways 
in which this text was embedded in political, social, and visual contexts of first-
century cities in the Roman Empire are not reflected in these translations.

These translation questions, however, track a much larger dilemma in philo-
logical scholarship. In several major surveys of Greek literature, philologists 
point out that the nearest referents to ἁρπαγμός outside of Phil. 2:5-11 (e.g., Plu-
tarch’s treatise on the education of young boys through sexual violence) 
clearly refer to sexual violence, abduction, rape, and/or robbery.15 The major 

12 Marchal, “Expecting a Hymn,” pp. 249-55.
13 The translators of the NRSV follow the reasoning of Hoover, “Harpagmos Enigma,” 

pp. 95-119.
14 The KJV correctly translates ἁρπαγμός as “robbery,” but does not translate τό εἶναι as an 

articular infinitive. Instead it adds a substantive “it” as the indirect subject of ἡγήσατο.
15 C.F.D. Moule, “Further Reflections on Philippians 2:5-11,” in W. Gasque and R.P. Martin 

(eds.), Apostolic History and the Gospel: Biblical and Historical Essays Presented to F.F. Bruce 
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lexica used in New Testament studies refer to precisely these literary referenc-
es in their definitions of ἁρπαγμός as “rape, robbery”16 or “robbery.”17 The LSJ 
includes a definition at the very end of the list for ἁρπαγ–μός: “a prize to be 
grasped.” The only referent cited for this definition is Phil. 2:6. The BDAG entry 
for ἁρπαγμός is more telling. It explicitly states that defining ἁρπαγμός as rob-
bery is “next to impossible in Phil. 2:6.” The entry continues: “the state of being 
equal with God cannot be equated with the act of robbery.”18 In other words, 
ἁρπαγμός cannot mean what it means in other literature, because God or the 
divine cannot possibly be implicated in rape and robbery. Even the negation of 
ἁρπαγμός as it means in every other literary example would allow this implica-
tion.

Beyond lexical irregularities, scholars have used traditional philological 
methods to trace ἁρπαγμός in Greek literature. They explain, at significantly 
more length than dictionary entries afford, the need to translate ἁρπαγμός ei-
ther in consonance with or contrast to the semantic field. The long (more than 
a century long!) debate encompasses issues such as the semantic differences 
between ἁρπαγμός and ἅρπαγμα,19 the idiomatic nature of the double accusa-
tive as an object of ἡγεῖσθαι,20 and the syntactical workings of the articular in-
finitive τὸ εἶναι.21 I will not trace the full debate here, in part because others 
have already done it well.22

on His 60th Birthday (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1970), pp. 266-68; Hoover, “Harpagmos 
Enigma,” p. 117-19; Frederickson, Eros and the Christ, p. 85.

16 H.G. Liddell, R. Scott, and H.S. Jones (“ἁρπάγ–δην, –μός,” A Greek-English Lexicon [Oxford: 
Clarendon, 1996], p. 245b) cites Plutarch, Moralia 2.12a and Vettius Valens, Anthologia 
122.1. Note that the entry for “ἁρπάγ–δην, –μός,” lists “prize to be grasped” as the second 
definition for ἁρπαγμός, citing Phil. 2:6 as the singular source of the definition.

17 W. Bauer, F.W. Gingrich, and F. Danker (“ἁρπαγμαός οῦ, ὁ,” A Greek-English Lexicon of the 
New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature [trans. W.F. Arndt and F.W. Gingrich; 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2nd edn, 1979], pp. 108b–109a) also cites Plutarch’s 
Moralia 2.12a and Vettius Valens, Anthologia 122.1.

18 Bauer, Gingrich, and Danker (“ἁρπαγμαός οῦ, ὁ,” p. 108b) cites G.B. Winer and P.W. Schmie-
del, Grammatik des neutestamentliches Sprachidioms (Gottingen: 8th edn., 1894-98), §28, 
3. 

19 Moule, “Further Reflections,” p. 267; Hoover, “Harpagmos Enigma,” pp. 106-114.
20 Hoover, “Harpagmos Enigma,” pp. 102-106. See also J.C. O’Neill, “Hoover on harpagmos 

Reviewed, with a Modest Proposal Concerning Philippians 2:6,” HTR 81 (1988), pp. 445-49 
(448).

21 D. Burke, “On the Articular Infinitive in Philippians 2:6: A Grammatical Note with Chris-
tological Implications,” Tyndale Bulletin 55 (2004), pp. 253-74.

22 For a survey focused on grammatical arguments, see G.F. Hawthorne, “In the Form of God 
and Equal with God (Philippians 2:6),” in Ralph P. Martin and Brian J. Dodd (eds.), Where 
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Instead, I want to highlight one particular curiosity that was evident in  
the BDAG, but which runs through the entire debate: On theological grounds 
scholars are reluctant to accept the simplest philological conclusion for the 
meaning of ἁρπαγμός. For example, Roy Hoover, in the early 1970s, suggested 
that ἁρπαγμός, when used in a double accusative construction after the verb 
ἡγεῖσθαι (“to consider”) creates an idiomatic meaning that excludes “robbery” 
as a possible translation.23 J.C. O’Neill in a short review of Hoover’s conclu-
sions questions whether these philological gymnastics are necessary, arguing 
that Hoover’s end result does not sufficiently clarify the meaning of ἁρπαγμός . 
O’Neill’s analysis leads him back to what he calls “the most common meaning 
of ἁρπαγμός, namely, ‘robbery.’”24 Yet he rejects the conclusion with a note of 
despair: “To consider equality with God as though it were either robbery or not 
robbery is near nonsense, yet that seems to be the only choice left.”25 O’Neill 
quickly concludes by positing a corrupt text at the hand of pious scribes wish-
ing to clarify Christ’s unquestionable equality with God.26

David Frederickson diagnoses this theological skittishness as a presup-
position that the hymn communicates “a Christology oriented to divine 
sovereignty.”27 Across the spectrum scholars are reluctant to implicate God 
and Christ – whether Christ is pre-existently equal, is worthy of equality, or 
rejects equality – in sexual activity or violence. Frederickson’s own suggestion 
that the term should be translated as “erotic abduction”28 does take into ac-
count some iconography, funerary epigrams, and their corollary statues, but 
his analysis of words in literature and on stone takes the methodological lead 
in discerning the meaning of ἁρπαγμός. Yet even this brief exploration into im-
age and monument demonstrates that traditional philological methods do not 
fully explain the larger visual and material context of Roman cities that pro-

Christology Began: Essays on Philippians 2 (Louisville: Westminster John Knox, 1998), 
pp. 99-110. See also Wright, “ἁρπαγμός.” 

23 Hoover, “Harpagmos Enigma,” pp. 117-18. Wright (“ἁρπαγμός”) reinvigorates Hoover’s argu-
ment.

24 O’Neill, “Hoover on harpagmos,” p. 448. See also Moule, “Further Reflections,” pp. 264-76.
25 O’Neill, “Hoover on harpagmos,” p. 448. Earlier on the page he writes: “If [Jesus] were 

really equal with God he would not even consider the possibility [of robbery].”
26 O’Neill, “Hoover on harpagmos,” pp. 448-49.
27 Frederickson, Eros and the Christ, p. 86.
28 Frederickson (Eros and the Christ, pp. 85-86) sets the entire letter to the Philippians into a 

context of desire, longing, and envy, illuminating a “Christology through a longing that 
moves both Paul and Christ in their innards.” In tracing literature and epitaphs, Frederick-
son argues that ἁρπαγμός carries not only connotations of abduction, but sexualized 
abduction at that.
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duced, constructed, and inflected multiple meanings of terms like ἁρπαγμός 
for both the Philippians and Paul.29 What would it mean to give full credence 
to images like that of Nero and Armenia when working out the meaning of 
ἁρπαγμός?

Seeing Gods’ Image(s): Persuasive Images and the Rhetoric of 
Conquest

Images are everywhere in antiquity. Images of civic benefactors and heroes 
stood on the gateways to cities and in the niches of public libraries. Images of 
mythic characters adorned public fountains, walls of houses, and mosaic 
floors. Columns carved in the shape of human beings held up portico roofs. 
Statues of emperors, their families, and the gods stood on altars, in bath hous-
es, and in civic gathering spaces. In fact, images were so prevalent that anyone 
walking through or living in ancient cities would be surrounded and in fluenced 
by them.30 They could not be avoided. Since ancient audiences encounter 
words in a visual environment, the rhetoric of the visual context significantly 
influences the way that those words carry meaning.

Despite the reality of the visual environment in first-century cities, few New 
Testament studies draw on images, spaces, and archaeological remains as im-
portant for shaping ancient (and modern) theo-socio-political ideas. Philolog-
ical methodologies almost exclusively compare texts with other texts, words 
with words. These methods privilege texts in the production of meaning, espe-
cially theological meaning. Davina Lopez argues convincingly that privileging 
texts over embodied contexts (i.e., images) “obscures the possibility of an an-
cient interdependence and interplay between texts and objects.”31 The result is 
a disembodiment of texts from the everyday lives of people whose access to 
texts may have been limited, but for whom images were unavoidable. The 
ubiquity of images in ancient cities gave ample opportunity for communicat-
ing ideas about how socio-political and even theological relationships should 
be configured. Such ideas often cannot be traced through texts alone.

29 D.C. Lopez, “Powerful Imaginaries: Visual Rhetoric and the Politics of Representation in 
Pauline Studies” (paper presented at the annual meeting for the Society of Biblical Litera-
ture, San Diego, CA, November 22-25, 2014). See also H.O. Maier, Picturing Paul in Empire: 
Imperial Image, Text and Persuasion in Colossians, Ephesians and the Pastoral Epistles 
(New York: Bloomsbury T & T Clark, 2013), pp. 1-62.

30 L.S. Nasrallah, Early Christian Responses to Roman Art and Architecture (London: Cam-
bridge University Press, 2010), pp. 1-17. 

31 Lopez, “Powerful Imaginaries,” n. p. 
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At the same time, images and objects were not and are not neutral depic-
tions of reality. They make arguments about how viewers (or passers-by) 
should understand concepts like beauty, heroism, civic honor, and the divine. 
Images also present arguments about power dynamics, particularly between 
emperors, imperial representatives, and those who were enslaved or members 
of non-Roman ethnicities.32 These arguments for imperial power play a sig-
nificant role in constructing ancient city-dwellers’ imagination around the val-
ues, virtues, and postures that signified not just political power but also divine 
power.33 In addition, where a viewer encounters these images within the spac-
es of cities, the kinds of architecture they adorn, and even the medium of the 
images themselves all play a role in “arguing” for a particular understanding of 
socio-political and theological relationships. These arguments, often called 
rhetoric in exclusively textual studies, constitute a visual rhetoric; a way of at-
tempting to persuade viewers of the validity of power relationships without 
using words.34

Romans understood the persuasive power images held. In the first century 
ce, as Roman imperial power solidified under Augustus and the influence of 
the imperial family grew, images of victorious conquest and portraits of the 
imperial family in close proximity to the gods became ubiquitous. These 
 images were standardized into a kind of “single integrated system of images.”35 
These standardized images display the military prowess, political power,  
and divinity of emperors. Their presence throughout Greek-speaking cities in 
Macedonia and Asia Minor suggests a thorough-going argument about what 
divine humans look like and how their actions manifest.

One set of these standardized images, including the image of Nero and Ar-
menia, can be found in the Aphrodisian Sebasteion. These images create a 
helpful case study for ἁρπαγμός because they are well preserved and also, 

32 See also Lopez, Apostle to the Conquered, pp. 26-56.
33 Nasrallah, Early Christian Responses, p. 171. See also C. Ando, Imperial Ideology and Provin-

cial Loyalty in the Roman Empire (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000), pp. 209-
232.

34 For a methodological discussion of using feminist rhetorical analysis with archaeological 
materials, see the introduction and chapter 4 in K.A. Shaner, Enslaved Leadership (New 
York: Oxford University Press, forthcoming). 

35 P. Zanker, The Power of Images in the Age of Augustus (trans. A. Shapiro; Ann Arbor: Uni-
versity of Michigan Press, 1988), p. 237; see also pp. 195-201 and 230-38. Zanker continues, 
“The imagery of military glory, of the divinely sanctioned world order, or of civic peace 
and prosperity transcended everyday reality, filtered out the undesirable, and created a 
certain level of expectation, so that even setbacks would be accepted automatically and 
on faith as the prelude to a turn for the better” (p. 237).
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similar to other, less preserved images throughout Macedonia, Greece, Asia 
Minor, and Italy. The reliefs displayed at the Sebasteion are just a few examples 
of the images that pervaded civic and domestic space throughout the Aegean. 
Enter any major city in the empire, and you would see similar images in differ-
ent architectural contexts.36 Such images were found throughout the empire; 
an ancient city dweller would hardly be able to escape them.

While the connotations of military and sexual violence drawn from many of 
the reliefs at the Sebasteion (see Fig. 1) are perhaps disturbing to modern 
 viewers, representations like these – of male Roman power and female barbar-
ian subjugation – were common-place in the first century ce.37 Lopez points 
out that “captured and bound barbarians constitute a consistent representa-
tional pattern in Roman imperial art, public and private alike.”38 These images  

36 For discussion of imperial ideologies connected with the proliferation and control of 
images, see Ando, Imperial Ideology, pp. 206-273; Zanker, Power of Images, pp. 297-333.

37 For a discussion on the naturalization of conquest in Roman imperial images, see Lopez, 
Apostle to the Conquered, pp. 56-118.

38 Lopez, Apostle to the Conquered, p. 32. For a discussion about the consistency of iconogra-
phy between Rome and Asia Minor during Augustus’ time, see R.R.R. Smith, “Simulacra 

Figure 2 Sebasteion reconstruction, 2008. Facing west. Aphrodisias. Photo by Laura S. 
Nasrallah, courtesy of the Harvard New Testament Archaeology 
project.
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appeared on large buildings, on the walls of houses, on utensils and jewelry, 
and even on coins, just to name a few places. They were also geographically 
widespread, from Asia Minor to Spain. Thus these images created a consistent 
and ubiquitous visual context throughout the Mediterranean rim. They were 
not only recognizable to most of the population of the Roman Empire but also 
unavoidable in day to day life. As such, the rhetoric of these images construct-
ed expectations about social relationships, about political power, and espe-
cially about theology.

Built in the first century ce as a kind of Roman oasis in the city, the Sebas-
teion (see Fig. 2) was a three-story, colonnaded processional route that led 
from the city street in the west to an elevated podium temple dedicated to 
Augustus on the east end.39 The façade of these colonnades displayed reliefs of 
three kinds: those depicting Roman foundational myths and Greek mythical 
figures such as Herakles and Prometheus (see Fig. 3); those showing captive 
females with the names of captured nations written on the bases below each 
one (see Fig. 4); and those celebrating imperial accomplishments (see Fig. 1, 5, 
6). These reliefs are carved with varying degrees of detail and technical skill. 
While they form a kind of comprehensive program, I will analyze just two par-
ticular images from those depicting emperors. This analysis will show a rheto-
ric about imperial divinity and conquering that operates in a wide swath of 
contexts across the Empire.

In Figure 5 Augustus stands in the center of the relief, striding to the view-
er’s right, but his body is turned so that the viewer encounters him nearly 
front-on. His garment billows from each arm behind his back in a circular for-
mation that frames his face and nude body. His right hand reaches to a small, 
kneeling female figure with a cornucopia in her hand (identified as an unspec-
ified representation of land) and his left grasps a ship’s rudder from another 
small figure with finned serpentine legs (identified as a representation of the 
sea). Augustus here is figured as a god, ensuring the bounty of earth and safety 
of the sea. The relief tries to persuade the viewer that Augustus has authority 
over land and sea. Such is the privilege of a god-emperor.

In visual terms, the relief equates Augustus with a god imitating other reliefs 
in the same complex that depicted heroic, nude gods like Herakles, Poseidon, 
Apollo. This visual equation of emperors with gods is neither new nor unusual 

Gentium: The Ethnē from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias,” JRS 78 (1988), pp. 50-77 (71-77). 
See also Zanker, Power of Images, pp. 167-238, for a discussion of how common myths 
appear in representations of Augustus. 

39 Descriptions of these reliefs follow my own study as well as that by R.R.R. Smith, “The 
Imperial Reliefs from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias,” JRS 77 (1987), pp. 88-138. See also 
Smith, “Simulacra Gentium,” pp. 50-77.
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Figure 3 Herakles rescues Prometheus from his chains. Sebasteion Reliefs, Aphrodisias 
Excavation Museum. Photo by Katherine A. Shaner.

by the mid-first century ce. Starting with Augustus, art historians detect an 
intentional connection in imperial iconography and official portraiture to 
mythic heroes and gods.40 Augustus’ body is well-proportioned, stretched in a 
pose of action and able-bodied movement. He is larger than the other figures, 
who clearly look up to him. The beautiful depiction of bodies often signaled 
divine or near-divine status in such portraits. These visual references to the 
divinity of imperial figures permeated civic spaces, especially in Asia Minor 

40 Zanker, Power of Images, pp. 181-237. 
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Figure 4 Captive woman representing the Dacian people. A base for a 
similar relief represents the Judean people. Sebasteion 
Reliefs, Aphrodisias Excavation Museum. Photo by 
Katherine A. Shaner.

and Greece where images of god-like emperors were added to venerable tem-
ple complexes and new imperial temple complexes came to dominate the 
landscape.41

41 S.J. Friesen, Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia, and the Cult of the Flavian Imperial Family 
Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1993), pp. 50-75, 142-68. See also Lopez, Apostle to the Conquered, 
pp. 86-101 and R.S.F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 1998), pp. 133-233.
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Figure 5 Augustus over Land (Gaia) and Sea (Thalassa). Sebasteion Reliefs. 
Aphrodisias Excavation Museum. Photo by Katherine A. 
Shaner.

Within the larger context of the Sebasteion reliefs, this rhetoric of divine 
power to manipulate earth and seas is paired with a certain kind of military 
prowess. In Figure 6, a nearly nude Claudius stands on his left leg, with his right 
knee slightly bent to pin down the right hip of the woman at the bottom of the 
relief. His cape flutters behind him, suggesting action in the scene. His left arm 
bears a shield, attached at the forearm, just above the woman’s head. His left 
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hand pulls her head by her hair so that her face looks to the viewer. His right 
arm is raised above his shoulder, but the forearm and hand are missing. From 
broken stone supports on his bare chest, it is possible to reconstruct both a 
weapon and the reaching right hand of the pinned woman. The woman at the 
bottom of the relief is pinned to the ground at her hip, with her legs and feet 
bent underneath her. She bends upward from the waist with the force of 

Figure 6  Claudius subduing a female representation of Britannia. 
Sebasteion Reliefs. Aphrodisias Excavation Museum. Photo by 
Katherine A. Shaner.
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Claudius’ hair-hold. She is clothed in a tunic, but it has fallen from her right 
shoulder so that her right breast is exposed. Her hair falls at her shoulders and 
her face gives a blank look. The inscription below the image reads, “Tiberius 
Claudius Caesar, Britannia” (Τιβέριος Κλαύδιος Καῖσαρ Βρεττανία).

Emperor Claudius, figured as a divine warrior subdues Britannia, figured as 
an amazon woman. His beautiful, strong, heroically nude body contrasts stark-
ly with her distorted, weak, shamefully exposed body. His facial expression is 
serene; hers is tortured. The rhetoric of this relief valorizes the divine emper-
or’s subordination and even assassination of a female body, allegorized as the 
people of Britannia. The rhetoric in the allegory plays on deeply ingrained as-
sumptions in the larger culture about feminine weakness, male power, and di-
vine sanction to both. This rhetoric generalizes Claudius’ power to such an 
extent that the woman is no longer an individual, but a representative of cap-
tive, subdued, enslaved peoples whose bodies are objects to be possessed, just 
as the Romans possess their territory.

Placing this image in the same visual (and thus rhetorical) context as the 
image of Augustus (Fig. 5) and Nero (Fig. 1), an argument for the inevitability of 
divine imperial power emerges. Those who struggle against divinely ordained 
submission are no match for the beautiful, serene, imperial god-figure. This 
inescapable divine victory over human struggle is visually celebrated with the 
seizure of and violence against – with the ἁρπαγμός of – women’s bodies. Thus 
in the visual rhetoric of these reliefs, the imperial god’s divinity is confirmed in 
the act of seizure and victory; said another way, robbery and rape equals God.

From Aphrodisias to Philippi

While the rhetoric of these particular reliefs may seem quite clear, some may 
question why reliefs from an imperial complex in Aphrodisias are relevant to 
the meaning of ἁρπαγμός in Philippi more than 1,200 km away. The answer to 
this methodological question comes in both the history of Philippi and the 
ubiquity of images like those in Aphrodisias. As a city re-founded by former 
Roman veterans after Augustus came to power in 27 bce, Philippi knew the 
Roman military context well. In the mid-first century, the political and military 
power struggles of the Roman civil war would have still been very vivid in 
Philippi, especially since it was an outpost for Marc Antony in the Roman  
Civil War.42 Not only were veterans of both sides’ armies living in the city, but 

42 See E.M. Krentz, “Military Language and Metaphors in Philippians,” in B.H. McLean, Ori-
gins and Method: Towards a New Understanding of Judaism and Christianity (Essays in 
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also the land around it had recently been parceled up for Roman veterans, 
wrestled from the well-established Macedonian farmers (who had won their 
land in a similar kind of parceling from Philip of Macedon in the fifth century 
bce). Victory and conquest were well-known concepts in the city.

Images and propaganda connected with war and victory from the beginning 
of the Roman Empire would have been clear in the minds of the Philippians. 
After the decisive battle at Actium (just a few miles from Philippi) in 42 bce, 
Augustus and his supporters advertised their victory well. The god Nike (“Vic-
toria”) appeared in votive reliefs around the city, holding a palm for victory in 
her left hand and a winner’s wreath in her right hand. Coins from the mid-first 
to the second century ce show Nike crowning divinized imperial figures, the 
Divii Iulius, with a laurel wreath in Philippi (see Fig. 7).43 Furthermore, inscrip-
tions from the forum in Philippi suggest a well-established veneration of Au-
gustus (i.e., imperial cult) by the mid-first century ce.44

Honour of John C. Hurd; JSJSup, 86; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic, 1993), pp. 105-127.
43 See also D.P. Moessner, “Turning Status ‘Upside Down’ in Philippi: Christ Jesus’ ‘Emptying 

Himself ’ as Forfeiting Any Acknowledgment of His ‘Equality with God’ (Phil 2:6-11)” HBT 
31 (2009), pp. 123-43 (124-26, especially n. 8); Heen, “Phil. 2:6-11 and Local Resistance,” 
pp. 125-54.

44 C. Koukouli-Chrysantaki, “Colonia Iulia Augusta Philippensis,” in C. Bakirtzis and H. 
Koester (eds.), Philippi at the Time of Paul and after His Death (Harrisburg: Trinity Interna-
tional, 1998), pp. 13-16, 25.

Figure 7 Bronze coin with Julius Caesar and Augustus as the Cabiri (reverse). 
Photo courtesy of the Harvard New Testament Archaeol-
ogy Project.
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While large-scale monuments like the Sebasteion in Aphrodisias have not 
been excavated at Philippi, this dearth of materials does not mean that these 
images were unfamiliar to the Philippians. Accidents of preservation, ancient 
reuse of materials, and the fact that colonists from its earliest decades might 
not have used millennia-durable materials, are all plausible explanations. The 
presence of some small reliefs, coins, and significant contact with Roman im-
perial elites and other cities in the Empire all suggest that images like those 
from Aphrodisias were not isolated to Aphrodisias or even Asia Minor. These 
kinds of images of divine emperors and their conquering deeds circulated 
throughout the Empire through artisans, imperial models, and coins.45 Both 
Paul, writing from afar, and the Philippians, reading at home, could not have 
avoided such visual rhetoric.

Seeing Rape and Robbery in the Christ Hymn

Returning to the Christ Hymn (Phil. 2:5-11) with the Sebasteion images and 
their rhetoric as a lens, 2:6-7 participate in a similar rhetoric around bodies and 
conquest. Not only does ἁρπαγμός take on a clearer meaning, but the visual 
contrast of divine and enslaved forms within the hymn also comes to the fore. 
The clear parallelism between μορφῇ τοῦ θεοῦ in 2:6 and μορφῇ δούλου in 2:7 
draws out this contrast.

In particular the term “form” (μορφή) is often debated. Most scholars, in 
keeping with the discipline’s emphasis on literary texts and contexts, consider 
philosophical and theological referents for the term. Two assumptions run 
through these debates. The first is that μορφή means either “essence” or 
“nature.”46 The second is that μορφῇ δούλου signals a metaphor for humanness 
in such a way that the next line in Phil. 2:7b (ἐν ὁμοιώματι ἀνθρώπων γενόμενος) 
is merely a synonymous statement. Neither assumption accounts for the visual 
context of ancient cities. Frederickson makes a convincing case that the term 
itself (μορφή) does not speak to the internal or unseen nature of Christ. He 
writes, “Convinced that it is inappropriate to visualize God in a human body, 
most interpreters avert anthropomorphism by transforming μορφή into ‘na-
ture’ or ‘essence,’ although with scant lexicographical evidence.”47 Instead the 

45 Zanker, Power of Images, pp. 297-302.
46 For a good summary of the debate around μορφή, see Hawthorne, “In the Form of God,” 

pp. 97-101. 
47 Frederickson, Eros and the Christ, p. 88. 
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term in both phrases assumes a visual valence. Ancient writers associate “form” 
(μορφή) with visual descriptions of physical beauty. Furthermore the most 
beautiful people were compared with gods. Visual beauty, perfection in physi-
cal form, denotes unfettered power in this context.48 While Frederickson’s ar-
gument rests on traditional literary investigations, turning to the visual context 
of first-century Philippi (and the Mediterranean rim in general) significantly 
strengthens these connections between the visual form of bodies and power 
relationships. Beautiful, strong, divine masculine bodies hold power over con-
torted, weak, enslaved feminine bodies (Fig. 1 and 6).

Within this visual context, the parallel syntax between μορφῇ τοῦ θεοῦ in 
Phil. 2:6 and μορφῇ δούλου in Phil. 2:7 speaks not to the metaphysical essence or 
even theological status of Jesus. Rather the visual context of the term μορφή 
sets up an even stronger contrast: the body of a god takes on one bodily shape 
and the body of a slave takes on a different shape. These parallels mirror the 
ubiquitous visual arguments within the city, noting the contrast between di-
vine, male, victorious bodies and enslaved, female, captive bodies. The con-
trast, which is clear in both the reliefs and the hymn, marks the difference 
between victor and captive, not between divinity and humanity. Placing the 
hymn in conversation with the images suggests an argument within the hymn 
about the visual form of Christ’s body. Jesus was known as a crucified human 
(Phil. 2:7-8), a designation that marked his body as contorted, weak, enslaved, 
and feminine.49 Thus to Roman imperial eyes, Jesus’ form is that of the en-
slaved barbarian woman. In contrast, Phil. 2:6 insists that Christ held a divine 
form, consonant with imperial depictions of powerful, divinely beautiful male 
bodies, even if Christ did not act out the violence of rape and robbery that usu-
ally confirms such power.

When we read Phil. 2:6 within first-century visual rhetoric of victory and 
conquest, the possibility for understanding ἁρπαγμός as “rape and robbery” 
seems not only logical, but even the most plausible understanding of the word. 
Thus I suggest the translation: “Jesus did not consider rape and robbery as be-
ing equal with God.” This translation incorporates not only the most common 
lexical meaning of the word ἁρπαγμός in Greek literature and inscriptions, but 

48 Frederickson, Eros and the Christ, p. 156. 
49 S. Briggs (“Can an Enslaved God Liberate? Hermeneutical Reflections on Philippians 2:6-

11,” in K.G. Cannon and E. Schüssler Fiorenza [eds.], Interpretation for Liberation [Semeia 
47; Chico, CA: Scholars, 1989], p. 144) points out this parallel but also the fact that the 
process of enslavement reduces persons to non-being, a move that is essential to the logic 
of the Sebasteion images and by analogy the hymn. 
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also takes seriously the socio-political visual context that forms and shapes 
ideas about who God is (and who God isn’t).

Concluding Observations

The Philippians hymn clearly rejects notions that conquest, imperial military 
victory, rape and robbery, ἁρπαγμός are indicators of divine power. This exami-
nation of the hymn in light of a larger, visual rhetorical context illuminates the 
strength of the most common definition for ἁρπαγμός in the mid-first century. 
Visual rhetoric, found ubiquitously in ancient cityscapes, does as much to con-
struct ancient (and modern) theologies as literary texts. Placing the Philippi-
ans hymn, and particularly ἁρπαγμαός, in the context of one possible visual 
rhetoric reveals a fuller, more historically contextual analysis of the theology in 
the hymn’s first verses.

More specifically, a glimmer of liberation from the power structures of Em-
pire emerges from this reading of Phil. 2:6. It pushes back against the visual 
rhetoric of victory in that it negates rape and robbery as a quality of God. Thus 
the hymn reveals a liberative potential: Jesus is decidedly not the emperor of 
the reliefs and, in fact, demotes that emperor to no-god status. In 2:7-8 the 
hymn portrays Jesus in the form of a slave, humbled and degraded, obedient as 
the ideal slave would be. Such a portrait mimics the portrait of the conquered 
captive woman in the reliefs. Thus the subjugated, degraded, female body is 
the one who displays the form of God, is equal to God (2:6).

Yet resistance to imperial ideologies is not thorough-going in the hymn. In 
arguing for Jesus as a god-form in an enslaved body, ideals of submission, obe-
dience, humility, all “virtues” of a good imperial subject and a good slave under 
imperial logics pervade the latter portion of the hymn.50 At the same time, the 
hymn makes clear that Jesus does not take on the most significant quality of 
enslavement: moral inferiority. Philippians 2:9-11 narrate a sudden reversal of 
Jesus’s status to master, lord (κύριος). In the veneration and confession of this 
lordly state, not only do earth and sea participate (as in the Augustus relief 
seen in Fig. 5) but also those under the earth and in the skies (Phil. 2:10). In 
other words, the hymn re-inscribes Jesus as more imperial than the emperor.

There is no critique of the prevailing power structures in the hymn, only a 
temporary reversal of them. Jesus’s enslavement is celebrated, despite the hor-
rors of actually lived slavery (Phil. 2:7-8). Jesus’s eventual restoration to lord-
ship reinforces glory, victory, and imperial singularity as celebrated qualities of 

50 See Briggs, “Can an Enslaved God Liberate?” pp. 147-48.
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a god-human (Phil. 2:9-11). While Phil. 2:6 offers a glimmer of liberation, the 
hymn ultimately follows the rhetoric of the reliefs in terms of power relation-
ships: someone is always captive to violence and someone is always celebrated 
for the power to rule. Neither in the enslavement and degradation of Jesus nor 
in the re-inscription of heavenly Empire in 2:9-11 is power figured alternatively. 
Jesus’s power is still imperial power. Jesus is simply a more worthy emperor 
than one who perpetuates ἁρπαγμός.


